SECTION 6

Pastoral Candidates and the Call List
Sources of Names for Potential Candidates
There are three primary sources of names of pastors for consideration by the Office of Bishop as
the bishop prepares a call list for the congregation:
• From within the congregation: These names are submitted by members to the call
committee and the call committee will forward the compiled list to the Assistant to the Bishop
for Leadership, along with the completed Congregational Ministry Site Profile.
• From the active mobility listings: Pastors from across the church who are interested in a
new call have uploaded their Rostered Minister Profile (RMP) onto the ELCA database.
Bishops and their assistants have access to this internal database.
• From personal knowledge: The Office of the Bishop has personal knowledge of pastors
whose gifts may be a good match for a particular congregation even though these pastors
have not indicated interest in mobility. The bishop may contact such persons.
• From interested pastors within our synod: Pastors may self-nominate.
The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America has established specific procedures for contacting
pastoral candidates for placement on call lists of congregations. It is the responsibility of the Office of the
Bishop to make such contacts and it is improper for congregations to contact pastors directly, or for
pastors to contact congregations directly about call possibilities.

Developing the Call List
Upon receiving the completed Congregational Ministry Site Profile, the Office of the Bishop
begins a discernment process to determine the best candidates to be placed upon the call list of the
congregation. The bishop and others in the Office of the Bishop prayerfully work to match the desires and
needs of the congregation with the best pastoral candidates. It is a great joy to witness the working of the
Holy Spirit through the call process bringing together the new pastor and congregation.
Using the Congregational Ministry Site Profile as a primary guide, the Office of the Bishop gives
careful consideration of the pastoral leadership needs of the congregation. A list of potential and qualified
candidates is formulated. From this list, the candidates that best match the needs of the congregation are
identified and the Office of the Bishop begins the process of contacting potential candidates. Usually
three candidates are identified for contact by the Office of the Bishop, although special circumstances and
availability sometimes leads to a call list with only one or two names.
With the permission of the bishops of the synods where the pastors are presently serving, the
Office of the Bishop contacts the potential candidates. If they express interest in considering this
particular call, a copy of the Congregational Ministry Site Profile is sent to them for review. After
reviewing the profile, the candidates inform the Office of the Bishop of their desire to be placed on the
call list. Sometimes candidates request up to a week to review the mission profile, discuss the possibility
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of a move with their families and seek God’s guidance in the decision to have their names placed on the
call list.
If a candidate declines to have his/her name placed on the call list, the Office of the Bishop seeks
the next best candidate to be added to the call list. This process takes many weeks and is delayed when
candidates withdraw from consideration. There are personal and professional reasons why a candidate
may decide not to be considered for a particular call situation. The Office of the Bishop can at times share
the reasons why a candidate is not available for consideration; at other times, confidentiality may preclude
such sharing.

Pastoral candidates are able to be on multiple call lists, including those in other synods,
until they reach the point of being the primary candidate for a congregation. At this point they
must withdraw from all other call lists.
When Members and Friends Lift Up Names of Potential Pastoral Candidates
It is not unusual for members or friends within the congregation to want to make a suggestion of a
pastor whom they feel might make a good pastoral candidate. The call committee should share in an
announcement or article to the congregation the following guidelines for making suggestions of potential
candidates:
• All suggestions of names of pastors will be retained by the call committee and given to the
bishop for consideration at the same time that the completed Congregational Ministry Site
Profile is given to the bishop.
• In addition to the name of the pastor, it is helpful to provide the pastor’s current congregation
or address, if known, and a brief comment about why this pastor is being recommended for
consideration.
• Absolutely NO CONTACT of pastors regarding their possible interest in the position should
be made by members of the call committee, council or congregation. The bishop will give
prayerful consideration to all pastoral candidates suggested by the congregation as well as
other potential pastoral candidates.
• It is the responsibility of the bishop and the assistants to the bishop to prayerfully form a call
list usually consisting of the names of three pastors.
• ONLY those candidates whose names are placed on the Call List will be contacted by the Call
Committee.

Self-Nomination by Pastors of the Synod
Pastors of the Florida-Bahamas Synod are always welcomed to express to the Bishop, in
confidence, their interest in being considered for a call list of a particular congregation. From all sources
of names of potential candidates, including those who have expressed interest, the Bishop develops the
call list as described above to be presented to the congregation.
A pastor of this synod, who was not placed upon the official call list by the Bishop, may request
to self-nominate him/herself to the congregation. If the self-nominated candidate is not placed on the
official call list developed by the bishop, that candidate’s name will be delivered to the call committee by
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the bishop’s office in addition to the official call list. The call committee is not obligated to interview
such a candidate but is welcome to do so.
The call committee will review the Rostered Minister Profile of the self-nominated candidate and
either 1) add the candidate’s name to the call list or 2) release the candidate. The chair of the call
committee will notify the Assistant to the Bishop for Leadership of their decision.

First Call Candidates
Sometimes the Office of the Bishop will approach a congregation about considering a first call
candidate (a recent graduate from seminary who is not yet ordained). The congregation council will be asked
to give approval to the call committee and the Office of the Bishop to proceed in such a direction. The call
committee will then receive the name of the first call candidate as a single name call list for interview and
decision to recommend or not recommend the candidate to the council.
Should the congregation vote to call a first call candidate, an ordination service involving the bishop is
needed in addition to an installation service. The ordination service is usually planned by the person being
ordained and the Office of the Bishop, and is sometimes held in a location apart from the calling congregation.
In such a situation, an installation service will be planned at the congregation sometime after the candidate’s
ordination. At other times, the ordination service and the installation service will be combined into one
service.

Filling Rostered Positions in a Multi-Staff Situation
If there is more than one pastoral vacancy in a congregation, the senior pastor position will be filled
first. The call committee’s work focuses upon the leadership gifts needed in this position. Sometime after the
new senior pastor has arrived and begun his/her ministry, the congregation, with the involvement of the senior
pastor, and the Office of the Bishop may determine to initiate the process of calling an additional pastor. The
council develops clear position descriptions for each rostered leader. It is understood that the senior pastor will
serve as the head and supervisor of the ministry team. A new call committee is appointed for the calling of a
second rostered person, and the senior pastor will serve on this call committee.
An exception to this policy is when there is the possibility of calling a clergy couple to serve as copastors of the congregation. In such situations, the Office of the Bishop approaches the congregation to
determine their interest in calling a clergy couple and how responsibilities will be shared.
It is recommended that those on the pastoral staff, and possibly the entire staff, participate in a team
ministry retreat or workshop once all members of the pastoral staff are in place.

Calling an Associate or Assistant Pastor
The process for calling an associate or assistant pastor follows the same procedures as the calling of a
senior pastor except that the senior pastor is involved both in the process as a member of the call committee
and in consultation with the Office of the Bishop regarding potential candidates.
The policy of the Florida-Bahamas Synod is that those serving in the roles of associate or assistant
pastors, regardless of particular title, will be co-terminus with the senior pastor. Upon the resignation of the
senior pastor, associate and assistant pastors will also submit their resignations to become effective no later
than six months after the arrival of the new senior/lead pastor. The call documents will reflect this policy. The
new senior pastor should be involved directly in building his/her new staff, which may or may not include
additional pastors. The resource, Team Ministry Calls, is included at the end of this Section 6.
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Resource A

Team Ministry Calls
A Team Ministry is formed when more than one rostered person is called to serve within the same
congregation or ministry setting. Team ministries work best when an environment is created in which respect,
trust, cooperation, and collegiality is encouraged. Team ministries may include multiple numbers of pastors and
deacons each called by the congregation for particular ministry. It is understood that the Senior/Lead Pastor is
called to a position of greater responsibility for oversight and serves as the head of the staffing team.
Some important characteristics of healthy team ministries:
• All team members understand that they are called by God to serve in their particular roles
• Each team member prays for and respects the other team members
• Clear position descriptions are developed describing the responsibilities and accountability of each
member of the team
• Team members possess skills and gifts that complement one another

Call Processes
Senior/Lead Pastor:
• If there is more than one pastoral vacancy within a congregation, the senior/lead pastor position will be
filled first.
• The regular call process is followed.
• The senior/lead pastor will be in place when a team ministry is formed. An exception is when a clergy
couple is called to serve the congregation as co-pastors.
Associate (Assistant) Pastor:
• An associate (or assistant) pastor is understood to be fully a pastor of the congregation with a
complete Word and Sacrament ministry even if that person is called to a position with specific
program or ministry responsibilities.
• The senior/lead pastor will serve on the call committee for an associate pastor.
• Position descriptions for the senior/lead pastor and additional pastor(s) will be developed.
• The position descriptions will be included in the Congregational Ministry Site Profile that is
developed by the call committee.
• When the congregation is asked to complete the Top 5 Ministry Tasks and Gifts survey, a copy of the
associate pastor’s position description should be included in the mailing to assist them in determining
what gifts and skills might be best needed by the associate pastor.
• The calls of associate pastors will be coterminous with the call of the senior/lead pastor. The call
document will reflect this policy of the Florida-Bahamas Synod.
• When the call of the senior/lead pastor ends, associate pastors submit their resignations effective no
later than six months after the arrival of the new senior/lead pastor.
• The call documents should also state that associate pastors will not be available for the senior/lead
pastor call should that position become open while the associate pastor is under call to this
congregation.
• In exceptional cases, for the sake of mission and in consultation with the Office of the Bishop, the new
lead/senior pastor and the council may evaluate the pastoral staffing configuration in light of current
ministry needs and determine if an invitation will be made for the staff pastor(s) to remain on staff.
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Deacons:
• The senior/lead pastor will serve on the call committee for deacons.
• Position descriptions for the deacon, the senior pastor and other rostered leaders of the congregation
will be developed.
• The position descriptions will be included in the Congregational Ministry Site Profile that is
developed by the call committee.
• When the congregation is asked to complete the Top 5 Ministry Tasks and Gifts survey, a copy of the
deacon’s position description should be included in the mailing to assist them in determining what
gifts and skills might be best needed of the deacon.
• The calls of deacons will be coterminous with the call of the senior/lead pastor. The call document will
reflect this policy of the Florida-Bahamas Synod.
• When the call of the senior/lead pastor ends, deacons submit their resignation effective no later than
six months after the arrival of the new senior/lead pastor.
• In exceptional cases, for the sake of mission and in consultation with the Office of the Bishop, the new
lead/senior pastor and the council may evaluate the pastoral staffing configuration in light of current
ministry needs and determine if an invitation will be made for the deacon to remain on staff.

The Call Documents
The Letter of Call:
The Letter of Call should be completed neatly, possibly using the services of a calligrapher or typist. Many
rostered leaders like to frame this official call document. Copies of the call documents serve as reference and
historical documents.
• On the front page of the Letter of Call, the team position should be included in the blank following the
words, “extends to you this call to serve as”.
• For a senior /lead pastor, write the words, “Senior Pastor” or “Lead Pastor”.
• For an associate pastor, write the words, “Associate Pastor” or “Assistant Pastor” followed by the
words, “Coterminous Call with call of Senior Pastor”.
• For deacons, write the word, “Deacon” followed by the words, “Coterminous Call with call of Senior
Pastor”.
Definition of Compensation and Benefits:
On the second page of the Definition of Compensation and Benefits form, under the section titled “F. OTHER
MATTERS”:
• The following line should be included on a call of an associate pastor: “Calls of staff pastors are
coterminous with the ending of the call of the senior/lead pastor and staff pastors will not be available
for the lead pastor call. See attached document on Team Ministry Calls for additional details.”
• The following line should be included on a call of a deacon: “Calls of a deacon are coterminous with
the ending of the call of the senior/lead pastor. See attached document on Team Ministry Calls for
additional details.”
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SECTION 7

The Interview Process
Receiving the Call List
A representative of the Office of the Bishop will normally email the call list of candidate names
and their Rostered Minister Profile (RMP) to the chair of the call committee, although on occasion the
names might be delivered personally. After the list is transmitted, the bishop’s representative will review
the interview process as well as the interview covenant (Resource A) with the call committee chair. The
call committee will want to carefully read the information received about the potential candidates. Each
candidate should be treated equally and fairly regardless of first impressions received from printed
materials. The face-to-face interview can impact the committee’s perception of a candidate.
Upon receiving the call list, the call committee members should reaffirm their commitment to
confidentiality. The names and information about the candidates are NOT to be shared with
spouse/partner, family, council members, or anyone else outside of the call committee. All committee
members, particularly the chair and recorder, will be guarded in all their communications within the
committee regarding candidate names, locations and other information about them. The committee also
determines what might be included in the interview process beyond the personal interview itself. This
might include visits by a team from the call committee to the present churches of candidates to hear them
preach. (Arrangements can be made through the Office of the Bishop to hear a candidate preach who is
not presently serving in a congregation.)

Setting Up the Interview Dates and Process
Within two days of receiving the call list, the call committee makes a telephone call to each
candidate to invite the candidate for the interview. The date, place, and anticipated length of the interview
are worked out with each candidate. It should be noted that telephone interviews are strongly
discouraged since that is a most difficult means of developing a relationship and fully learning about
another person.
It is helpful to remember that the pastoral candidates are also in a discernment process and during
the interview experience, they are carefully listening to the members of the call committee to learn more
about the congregation and its mission.
When agreement to interview has been received from the candidate(s), the contact person for the
call committee should indicate that a letter with details will follow and ask each candidate for his/her
preferred mailing address and/or email contact information.

Confirming the Interview and Arrangements
A letter, or email, which promptly follows the phone conversation inviting a candidate to
interview, confirms the place, time and expected length of the interview.
It is recommended that the first interview be with the pastor candidate only. If the pastor desires
to bring along his/her spouse/partner, the congregation is not under obligation to pay for their travel
expenses, but may offer to do so if finances will permit.
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[NOTE: After a candidate is identified as the Primary Candidate, it is encouraged that the
spouse/partner accompany the candidate for the interview with the congregation council. During that
visit, there is usually opportunity to meet many other members of the congregation.]
The confirmation letter should contain information about who will meet the pastor at the airport,
if the pastor is flying, or travel directions to the place of lodging. If the candidate is being asked to lead a
devotional at the start of the interview, the letter should indicate this with clarity about expectations
regarding length and format.
The letter should also affirm the congregation’s commitment to provide reimbursement for all
expenses related to the pastor’s coming for the interview. Prompt reimbursement should be made to the
candidate following the interview.
Interview packets may be prepared and sent to each candidate prior to the interview. The packet
could include items not included in the Ministry Site Profile such as a listing of the names of all the call
committee members, a recent annual report, a congregational directory, worship bulletins, newsletters, a
listing of staff and congregation council members, and the congregation’s constitution and bylaws. The
Chamber of Commerce may have a welcome packet with community information that might be shared as
well.

Hosting the Candidates
One or two members of the call committee should be designated to serve as host(s) for the
candidates. This often is the chair of the call committee and one additional person. The hosts will meet
and welcome each of the candidates to town and share the general itinerary of their time together.
If overnight accommodations are needed for any of the candidates, arrangements at a motel
should be made by the call committee with the room charge pre-paid by the congregation. Because of
boundary and privacy concerns, pastor candidates should NOT be invited to stay in the homes of call
committee members. The hosts will assist each candidate with check-in and clarify pick-up times. The
candidate is escorted to the place of the dinner, the site of the interview, and then back to the place of
lodging.
The hosts may also arrange for each candidate to have opportunity to tour the church facilities at
times when it would be unlikely that staff or other congregational members would be present. Pastoral
candidates are very interested in seeing the worship space, offices and facilities.
It is helpful for the committee to arrange for a tour of the greater community pointing out schools
and places of interest. If the candidate(s) does not drive a personal car to the interview, it is a wonderful
gesture to provide the candidates with the use of a car for personal touring of the area as time is available.
An informal dinner for the candidate and members of the committee prior to the interview serves
the good purpose of helping to establish relationships and engage in informal conversation about families
and communities.
The same hosts or perhaps two others from the call committee may be designated to meet the
candidates the following morning for breakfast and transportation to the airport, or to provide a closure to
the interview if the candidate is driving his or her own car.
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A Practice Interview
The call committee may wish to do a “practice interview” using the interim pastor, a
representative of the Office of the Bishop, or a neighboring pastor as the person being interviewed. A
practice interview helps the committee to review its plan, sharpen the questions the committee desires to
ask, and receive feedback about the experience from the one being interviewed in the practice interview.
The practice interview should be conducted as if it were a real interview with preparation done in
advance. Plan ahead who will ask which question and what materials the committee will use to evaluate
and assess the candidates. It is helpful to loan the pastor assisting in this practice interview a copy of the
Congregational Ministry Site Profile in advance of the interview so he/she can also ask some fitting
questions of the call committee. It is appropriate that an honorarium be given to the pastor equal to the
amount paid to a supply pastor on a Sunday morning (the council should be able to provide information
on this amount).

The Interview Site
Since it is desirable to interview each candidate in a similar fashion, it is recommended that all
the interviews be held at the same location. A comfortable and informal atmosphere is preferred. The
home of one of the call committee’s members may be able to accommodate the candidate and all the
members of the call committee for the interviews. If a home is not available, then consider a comfortable
room at a nearby facility or the church. Refreshments should be served.
For each of the interviews, arrangements should be made with the candidate for transportation
from the place of lodging to the place of interview. If the interview must be conducted at the church
because of space, the call committee needs to assure that privacy and confidentiality are maintained.
During the interview stage, it is not appropriate to introduce the candidates to other members of the
church or to staff persons.
(NOTE: When a primary candidate has been recommended to the council, the council will
introduce that candidate to congregational members and to the church staff if the council has voted to
recommend the candidate to the congregation.)

Planning the Interview
The call committee will want to keep in mind its critical task of discerning God’s will for the
congregation and its pastoral leadership. The committee should consider important questions that they
desire to ask each candidate, keeping in mind the leadership priorities and needs identified in the mission
profile. Determine in advance who will ask which questions.
This helps to provide consistency and clear opportunities for comparisons of responses by the
candidates. Sample questions are provided in a resource entitled Questions a Call Committee May Ask
found at the end of this section. Consider some questions that will give insight into the candidate’s faith
and sense of calling.
Good questions will solicit valuable information about a candidate’s past experiences, behaviors
and ministry endeavors that might suggest what the candidate is likely to do again.
Questions that require only yes or no answers should be avoided. Asking follow up questions will
help a candidate clarify answers. This also demonstrates that the committee is truly interested and
seeking to understand what the candidate is saying.
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When planning the interview, the committee should allow adequate time for the pastoral
candidate to ask his/her own questions about the ministry of the church. This is a mutual interview
process.
It is extremely important for the effective functioning of the call committee and in fairness to
each candidate that all call committee members be present at each interview. For the interviews, members
of the call committee should wear clothing similar to what is worn at Sunday morning worship. It is
recommended that call committee members also wear name tags to assist the candidates. The length of
time to be given to the whole interview should be determined in advance, announced at the start of the
interview, and monitored by the chair.

Conducting the Interview
After gathering with refreshments and making informal introductions, the chair or the one
designated to lead the interviews gathers the call committee and candidate together in a circle of chairs. If
the candidate has been asked to lead devotions, the chair invites the candidate to do so. Otherwise, a
member of the committee leads an opening devotional.
Each member of the call committee may share briefly some personal information about family,
career and involvement within the congregation. The chair may ask the candidate to share “something
about yourself” to provide opportunity for personal introduction.
The chair then reviews the plan for the interview including the general time parameters and
shares with the candidate that his/her questions will also be welcomed throughout the interview. It is a
courtesy to indicate to the candidate that members of the committee may be taking notes to assist with
recalling comments after the interview.
The committee now asks the questions prepared in advance of the interview and listens carefully
to the responses, asking for clarifications as needed. The chair helps to move the group along in a timely
fashion. When the formal questions are completed, the chair invites the candidate to ask any questions
that might be helpful to the candidate. A listing of questions, Questions Candidates May Ask, is included
in the resources at the end of this section.
In concluding the interview, the chair may invite any additional questions or comments that
anyone might like to share. The candidate is thanked for coming and participating in the interview. The
chair indicates that the candidate may contact the chair should any additional questions or concerns arise
in the days following the interview. The time together is closed with prayer. The hosts escort the
candidate back to the place of lodging.

Reflections on the Interview
It is often desirable to schedule brief meetings of the call committee following each interview,
especially if there is extended time between interviews. Members of the call committee can share their
impressions and responses to the interview while the candidate’s responses are still fresh in the minds of
the members. Behavioral observations, highlights and concerns are also shared and recorded for later
reference following the completion of all interviews. Further discussion and decisions about seeing the
candidates lead worship and preach may be beneficial at this point.
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Selecting the Primary Candidate
The call committee has the holy responsibility and privilege of representing the congregation in
discerning which candidate may lead the congregation in its mission and ministry.
Promptly following the conclusion of the interviews, the committee gathers to determine whether
they are led by God’s Spirit to present one of the candidates to the council for further interview and
possible recommendation to the congregation for Call. The committee prays together asking for the
leading of the Holy Spirit.
Complete agreement and consensus on one particular candidate may not be possible by the call
committee. However, each member’s thoughts, reflections and impressions should be respectfully
received. It is particularly important to listen carefully to any on the committee who may be disagreeing
with the majority. Remember that God speaks to us through our common voices and is present “where
two or three are gathered in my name” (Matthew 20.18).
A suggested way to proceed is to review the top leadership needs of the congregation and reflect
upon each candidate in relationship to each leadership need. Review responses to the questions that were
asked by the committee during the interviews and those asked by the candidates. Consider perceived
strengths and weaknesses.
Test the thinking of the call committee by sharing around the circle each member’s perception of
each candidate answering the question “What is the Spirit telling you about this candidate?” Share
concerns as well as positives. Members may then be invited to share the candidate that is their
preference. If there is not full consensus, invite further conversation.
Asking for the Spirit’s guidance, the call committee should determine if there is enough
consensus on one candidate to present that candidate to the council as the primary candidate for
consideration as the next pastor of the congregation.
If a candidate receives majority support in a call committee vote, then he/she becomes the
“Primary Candidate,” and the name of that candidate, along with the materials related to that candidate,
are presented to the council. At the time the chair presents the name to the council, other members of the
call committee may also be present to answer questions about the candidate selected and reasons for the
selection.
The identities and mobility papers of the other candidates remain confidential and are not shared
with the council but returned to the Office of the Bishop or collected and destroyed by the call committee
chair.

No Candidate Selected
If the call committee declines to forward one of the candidates to the council, then a decision is
reached to release all candidates under consideration and to request a new call list from the Office of the
Bishop. This decision and the reasons for the decision are shared with the council and the Office of the
Bishop. The committee chair is charged with the responsibility of contacting the Office of the Bishop to
request a review followed by a new call list.
A representative of the Office of the Bishop will usually meet with the call committee and a
representative of the council to review expectations and determine what additional traits or qualities the
committee may be seeking in the candidates for the next call list.
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Follow-up Contact with Each Candidate Released
The call committee should send a letter of appreciation to all candidates thanking them for their
willingness to be interviewed. A sample letter, Release of a Candidate, is included in the resources at the
end of this section. It is helpful to share with the candidates specific reasons why the candidate was not
identified as the Primary Candidate.
It is crucial that the call committee immediately notify candidates who are no longer under
consideration for the position of pastor of this congregation. The release of candidates should also be
communicated to the representative of the Office of the Bishop assisting the committee in this process.
This prompt response not only informs the candidate but also makes it possible for that candidate to be
considered in a different call situation.
Any expense reimbursement not made at the time of the interview should be included with this
letter. Mobility papers for the other candidates are either returned to the dean or are to be shredded locally
by the call committee chair.

A Pastor Withdraws from the Process
Sometimes a pastoral candidate will decide to withdraw his/her name from further consideration
in a congregation following the interview with the call committee, or even further along in the call
process. The candidate’s reasons may be for personal or professional and are most often shared with the
call committee.
On occasion, a candidate will withdraw from the process because of troubling insights or
concerns regarding the congregation’s health, vision or ministry. Normally a representative of the Office
of the Bishop will meet with the call committee and a representative of the council to discuss the concerns
raised and to determine any needed direction. The concerns may need to be addressed before proceeding
further into the call process.
Upon learning of the withdrawal of the candidate, the Office of the Bishop will work with the
congregation to resume the call process as soon as feasible and possible.

The Primary Candidate
The chair of the call committee will want to immediately notify the pastoral candidate who has
been selected as the Primary Candidate in order to congratulate him/her on behalf of the committee. The
chair informs the Primary Candidate of plans to present the candidate’s name to the congregation council
and indicates that the council president or a representative of the council will be contacting the candidate
soon to set dates to interview with the council. This notification should be by phone and could be
followed by a letter of appreciation. Any expense reimbursement not made at the time of the interview
should be included with this letter.
After presenting the name of the Primary Candidate to the council, the call committee entrusts the
call process to the members of the council. The call committee remains available for assistance and for
resumption of duties should the Primary Candidate not be approved by the council or if the candidate
withdraws from the process.
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Resource A

Interview Covenant: Call Committee
The call committee of ________________________Lutheran Church in ___________________
and the Florida-Bahamas Synod through Office of the Bishop commit together in the following
Interview Covenant:
•

After a time of prayer upon receiving the call list, the call committee (generally the chair)
will make contact with all of the candidates within 48 hours of receiving the call list in order
to set up a date for each interview.
(Transition Manual, Section 7, page 1)

•

Scheduling Interviews: It is best to have unrushed time for each interview, while not being
overly lengthy. Please have only one interview in a day, and preferably only up to two
interviews in a week. This provides paced time for the Call Committee to really focus and
take in all opportunities associated with each candidate’s interview, plus time for prayer and
discernment related to each interview.

•

The call committee will:
1. Treat all the pastoral candidates equally and fairly, regardless of first impressions
received from printed materials;
2. Use the same interview format offering the same interviewing/visiting opportunities
for all candidates on the call list; and
3. Decide if they will travel in pairs to hear the candidates preach or seek preaching
arrangement of closer proximity through the dean or representative.
(Transition Manual, Section 7, page 1)

•

Upon receiving the call list, the call committee members will reaffirm their commitment to
confidentiality. Pastors’ name and information are not to be shared with spouses or partners,
family, council members or anyone else outside of the call committee. All committee
members, particularly the chair and recorder, will be guarded in all their communications
within the committee regarding candidate names, locations and other information about them.
(Transition Manual, Section 7, page 1)

•

Within four to six weeks of receiving the call list, the call committee will have interviewed
all candidates on the call list and will either:
1. Identify a pastoral candidate as the primary candidate for the council to interview and
release other pastoral candidates from consideration,
2. Or the call committee may discern and decide that there is not a pastoral candidate
suitable for their recommendation to the congregational council, release all the
candidates and following a review with a representative of the Office of the Bishop,
request another call list.
(Transition Manual, Section 7, page 5 & 6)
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•

The congregation affirms its commitment to provide prompt reimbursement for all expenses
incurred by the pastoral candidates related to the interview.
(Transition Manual, Section 7, page 2)

________________________________________
Name (legible signature), Call Committee Chair

_________________________________
Date

_________________________ Lutheran Church
_________________________, Florida

Names of remaining Call Committee members:
______________________________________
Name (legible signature)

__________________________________
Date

______________________________________
Name (legible signature)

__________________________________
Date

______________________________________
Name (legible signature)

__________________________________
Date

______________________________________
Name (legible signature)

__________________________________
Date

______________________________________
Name (legible signature)

__________________________________
Date

________________________________
Name (legible signature)
Conference Dean or
Representative of the Office of the Bishop
Florida-Bahamas Synod, ELCA

____________________________________
Date
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Resource B

Questions a Call Committee May Ask
As the call committee decides on questions to ask each pastoral candidate, the committee should
be mindful of the leadership needs identified in the Congregational Ministry Site Profile and the time
restrictions of the interview. From the long list of possible questions, the committee needs to identify or
create 8 to 10 questions that will shape the primary part of the interview and determine who on the
committee will ask each question. The following question examples are related to each leadership skill
and ministry area; some may be combined into one question. The committee will note that some questions
are actually invitations to make comments: The committee must be selective.
Worship / Preaching
1. Share some thoughts about the worship life of a congregation and your leadership of worship.
2. Describe how you prepare for sermons and your style of preaching.
Evangelism / Witness
1. Describe a recent example where you encountered an unchurched person in your community and
shared your faith with that person.
2. What kind of guidance and training do you provide members of your congregation for reaching
unchurched persons in the community?
Stewardship
1. Describe the development of your personal sense of Christian stewardship.
2. How have you helped members in your congregation grow in their personal stewardship?
Teaching the Faith / Interpreter of Theology
1. Share how you have helped adults evaluate their faith development and grow in their faith.
2. Give examples of how you have shared your understanding of the Bible and Lutheran theology
with adults who lack background in the Lutheran faith.
Administrator / Leader
1. How do you empower others in ministry? Describe steps you normally take to recruit, train and
encourage lay persons for leadership roles within the church and community.
2. How would you describe your style of leadership as it relates to the work of the congregation?
3. Tell about a period in your ministry when you had to manage multiple demands upon your time
and work and how you determined priorities and maintained balance in your life.
Social Ministry / Outreach
1. Share an example of how you have helped persons within a congregation to become aware of
community needs and participate in action and advocacy to meet those needs.
2. Describe how you have encouraged and led your congregation in getting to know and become
involved within the community.
Interpersonal Climate
1. Give examples of how you help others to feel secure, trusted and open with you.
2. When pressure mounts and conflict arises, describe how you react and deal with those who may
have strong feelings different than your own. Provide an example from your ministry.
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Ministry in Crisis / Counseling
1. How have you established and used boundaries to strengthen your ministry to persons in crisis or
in need of counseling?
2. Describe your special gifts and limitations in the area of ministering to persons in crisis.
Innovator
1. Describe your approach to introducing new ideas in the congregation.
2. Think back to a situation in your ministry that was stagnate or failing, and describe how you were
able to work with others to revitalize it.
Denominational Leadership
1. Describe how you have guided your congregation into understanding and appreciation of their
relationship to the synod and churchwide expression of the church.
2. What have been your favorite and most meaningful involvements in the work of the church
beyond the local congregation?
Children and Youth Ministry
1. What is your approach to teaching children and young people about the Christian faith and
involving them in the life of the church?
2. Share an event or experience you had of a ministry connection with youth.
Your Call to Ministry
1. Briefly describe the events which led you to prepare for the ministry.
2. In what ways has your call to ministry changed over the years? What words would you use to
describe your ministry and why?
Personal Growth
1. Describe some of your most important accomplishments and how you went about reaching those
goals.
2. How do you work at making yourself more effective in your ministry?
Family and Recreation
1. Tell us something about your family and how you assure balance between your call to ministry
and your personal life.
2. Briefly describe ways in which you care for yourself physically, emotionally, socially and
spiritually.
Other Questions
Consider carefully other questions that might be most helpful to the call committee in determining which
candidate would make the best pastor for the congregation.
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Resource C

Questions Candidates May Ask
An effective interview works two ways, with the candidate also bringing questions and concerns
to the call committee about the congregation, its mission and vision. The candidate may also have
questions related to the Congregational Ministry Site Profile. The following questions are some examples
that could be asked of the call committee by a perspective pastoral candidate.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
24.
25.

What is the mission of your congregation and how are you personally involved in that mission?
Does the congregation have a Mission Statement? What is it? What does it mean to you?
Describe the worship and music practices of the congregation including the frequency and methods
of celebrating holy communion. What are the congregation’s expectations for worship? What is the
openness to creativity?
What is the role of staff and what is the role of the laity in your congregation?
How many people are involved in leadership roles? How are lay people involved in worship?
In your opinion, how are decisions made in your congregation?
What long and short term goals has the congregation adopted? What are the most important goals
for the congregation in the next three years?
Describe the sense of partnership and involvement of the congregation with the conference, the
synod and the churchwide expression of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America.
Does the congregation normally have members attend the Synod Assembly and conference
meetings?
What is the congregation’s commitment to ELCA Mission Support/benevolence?
What is the congregation’s attitude toward the pastor’s participation in community affairs and in the
life and ministry of the whole Church?
In what ecumenical and inter-church activities has the congregation been engaged?
Do members visit the sick and assist with the pastoral care of members and friends?
What do you see as the possibility of growth for this congregation and why?
Describe the congregation’s education and faith development programs.
Describe the sense of unity within the congregation.
How does the congregation respond to change and how are changes made?
Describe the ministries and programs of the congregation.
When was the congregation’s constitution last updated?
How would you describe the congregation’s financial situation? Does income meet expenses?
What shape does the stewardship program take?
Describe the congregation’s evangelism program and its outreach and invitation to the unchurched.
Describe the youth ministry program and how are the youth involved in the congregation?
What part do family members of a pastor have in the congregation?
Are there any unresolved conflicts that I should know about in considering a call to this
congregation?
How does this congregation and leadership address conflict?
Why did the previous pastor leave?
What is the salary and compensation package that I might expect at this congregation?
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Resource D

Sample Letter – Release of a Candidate

Date

The Rev. (Full Name of Pastoral Candidate)
Address
City, State, Zip
Dear Pastor (Last Name),
On behalf of the Call Committee of (Name of Congregation) Lutheran Church, I
want to express our sincere appreciation for the opportunity to meet and visit with
you on (day and date). We thought it was a very helpful and informative interview. It
certainly allowed us to gain a clearer perspective regarding your many gifts as a
pastor and we thank you for that. We particularly appreciated your comments
about.... (share a highlight or two).
After careful and prayerful discernment, it is our decision to release you from further
consideration as pastor of this congregation. We hope that you will not interpret this
decision as a personal reflection on your skills as a pastor. We have made this
decision based upon our assessment of the current leadership needs of this
congregation and our effort to find the person who best meets these needs. It seemed
to us that.... (share a reason or two why this pastor did not seem to be the best
candidate; this is good feedback to candidates).
If you have questions or concerns about the interview, we would be happy to discuss
them with you. You may contact (person on Call Committee to contact) at (phone
number).
Sincerely yours,
Signature
Name of Letter Writer
Call Committee
cc -Bishop of the Florida-Bahamas Synod
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SECTION 8

Meeting and Calling a New Pastor
The Council Receives the Recommendation
When the call committee has decided on a primary candidate, a meeting of the congregation
council is scheduled to receive the recommendation. At the start of this meeting, the president of the
council will review matters of confidentiality with the whole council. All information about the candidate
and the candidate’s location are not to be shared beyond the council with spouses/partners, families, or the
congregation at large until a decision has been made whether to recommend the candidate to the
congregation. All council members, particularly the president and secretary, will be guarded in all their
communications within the council regarding the candidate’s name, location and other information.
Pastor-candidates place a great deal of trust in the ability of council members and call committees to keep
confidences so as not to hinder their present ministries if they were not to receive a new call. The
Interview Covenant for Congregation Councils (Resource A) is reviewed and signed by all members of
the congregation council and then returned to the Office of the Bishop.
The members of the call committee, or perhaps the chair of the call committee and one or two
others, meet with the council to share the name and Rostered Minister Profile information about the
primary candidate. The call committee provides thorough information about the interview of this
candidate and reasons for choosing this candidate as the primary candidate. The names and information
about the other candidates remain confidential and are not shared with the council. The council seeks any
information from the call committee that will assist them in accepting the recommendation.
It is now the congregation council’s responsibility to continue the process of discerning God’s
will for this congregation and its next pastor. After meeting and interviewing the primary candidate, the
council determines whether to recommend the candidate to the congregation for Call as the
congregation’s new pastor.

The Council’s Initial Meeting with the Primary Candidate
The council schedules a meeting with the primary candidate following similar guidelines
described in Section 7 for hosting and interviewing a candidate including the confirmation of all
arrangements. The members of council will want to determine in advance some of the questions that they
desire to ask the candidate during their time together. The pastor’s spouse/partner may also be invited to
travel with the candidate to this interview in order to meet the council, see the church facilities and tour
the community. Only the candidate, however, is interviewed; the spouse/partner is not interviewed.
On this visit, the candidate may be introduced to members of the staff and possibly some
additional congregational leaders. Since the council has not yet voted to recommend this candidate to the
congregation for Call as its new pastor, introductions should not be extensive.
It is critical that sometime during this visit by the candidate, the president and perhaps one or two
others meet with the candidate privately to discuss and negotiate an acceptable compensation package that
would later be approved by the whole council and recommended to the congregation if this candidate is
recommended to the congregation for Call.
Fairly soon after the interview, the council will meet to share impressions, pray together and
discern whether God is leading them to make a decision to recommend this candidate to the congregation
for Call. Each council member might share a response to the question “What is the Spirit telling you
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about this candidate?” Share concerns as well as positives. Those involved in the compensation
negotiation will share the results of that private conversation with the pastoral candidate. Then, asking for
the Spirit’s guidance, the council votes on the question of recommending this candidate to the
congregation for Call as its new pastor. The vote requires a simple majority; a full consensus of the
council may not be possible. The council also votes to recommend the compensation package to the
congregation.
In a timely manner, the council president conveys to the primary candidate the decision of the
council by phone and by written communication copied to the bishop. If the decision is positive, this letter
might also include details of the arrangements to have the pastor and his/her spouse/partner return for a
reception with the congregation sometime prior to the weekend of the Congregational Meeting to vote on
extending the Call.

When the Council Declines to Recommend
If the vote to recommend the primary candidate to the congregation fails, then the candidate’s
name will be released and the call committee asked to request a new call list from the Office of the
Bishop. Reasons for the decision are shared with the call committee and the Office of the Bishop to assist
all in the preparation of a new call list and new interviews. The council president should send a letter of
appreciation to the candidate thanking him/her for participation in the call process and sharing specific
reasons why the council chose not to recommend the candidate for Call. A Sample Letter for Release of a
Candidate is included in the resources at the end of Section 7.

Compensation Package
It is the responsibility of the congregation council to negotiate with the candidate a clear and
precise understanding of the compensation package. The council should thoroughly review the resource,
Compensation Guidelines for Rostered Leaders, provided by the Florida-Bahamas Synod and available
on the website: fbsynod.com (In the search box, type “compensation guidelines” and click search. Select
the guidelines for the current year.) This resource assists the council in its meeting and conversation with
the candidate. Following the council’s interview with the candidate, the president of the council, and
possibly one other council member, meet with the candidate to negotiate an acceptable compensation
package that would later be approved by the whole council and recommended to the congregation.
It is the expectation of the Office of the Bishop that pastoral compensation packages meet or
exceed the guidelines. If both parties agree to compensation below minimums, the compensation needs to
be reviewed annually, making adjustments to meet minimum guidelines. Raises are to be considered
separately from adjustments to meet guidelines.
Also expected is a sabbatical following four to seven years of ministry. (See Compensation
Guidelines for more information).
A copy of the document, Definition of Compensation, Benefits, and Responsibilities of the
Pastor, is included at the end of this section along with the guide, Steps for Completion of the
Compensation Form. The council will complete this form using the figures agreed upon by the candidate
and the council. As soon as possible, a copy of this form should be sent to the Office of the Bishop for
review prior to the congregational reception to meet the candidate. The bishop reviews the form to assure
that it is in good order for presentation for approval at the congregational meeting. The council may
contact Portico (formerly Board of Pensions) for assistance in calculating pension and health benefits for
the compensation package at (800) 352-2876 or by visiting their web site at www.porticobenefits.org.
The Letter of Call and the Definition of Compensation & Benefits documents are a legal and
binding contract: “continuing mutual relationship and commitment” between the congregation and the
pastor. Modifications to the compensation are done in mutuality, with agreement between both parties.
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Read and review “Definition of Compensation, Benefits, and Responsibilities of the Pastor” document in
the resources at the end of this section.

Congregation Reception to Meet the Candidate
It is desirable that the members of the congregation have opportunity to meet the Primary
Candidate (and spouse or partner) at an informal reception on a different weekend than the congregational
meeting to vote to extend a call. This reception should be carefully coordinated with the candidate who
will likely be serving under Call to another congregation at this time. It is usually preferable to plan this
reception for an evening in order that the candidate may return to lead worship at his/her present church.
The reception provides opportunity for the candidate to socialize with members and perhaps bring
greetings to those present. It is not a time for staging additional group questions and answers, nor should
this reception be construed as yet another interview.
Sometimes, if the candidate is able to be present for a Sunday morning to be introduced, it is
strongly recommended to refrain from having the candidate preach to avoid the sense that the
congregation is making its decision based upon one sermon. The call committee has already experienced
the preaching and worship leadership of the candidate.
The congregation reception to meet the candidate should never be on the same day as the
congregational meeting. It is inappropriate for a candidate to be present when the voting is taking place.
Besides being awkward for the candidate, the members of the congregation may feel compelled to vote
favorably for a candidate who is awaiting word in a nearby room of the church. The congregation
deserves opportunity to reflect upon the time spent with the candidate and to pray about how they
experience the Holy Spirit might be guiding them in the discernment process.

Sharing Information about the Primary Candidate
Because of matters of confidentiality, it is preferred that the council use direct mailing to the
congregational members to share information about the reception to meet the candidate, the
congregational meeting, and personal information about the candidate. Newsletter mailing lists usually
include many, including other pastors and congregations, who are not part of the congregation
membership. E-mail is too readily forwarded. The candidate should be asked to provide a brief bio to
share with the congregation.

Setting Up the Congregational Meeting
The special congregational meeting to call a pastor is an important event in the life of a
congregation, and the council should attend carefully to the details related to such a meeting. The
congregation’s constitution (chapter 10) will provide information about properly calling a special
congregational meeting, the necessary notice to voting members, and the quorum of membership
required. The council president should coordinate this meeting date with the Office of the Bishop to
assure that a representative of the bishop can be present as required by the constitution. (Interim
Pastors/Term Call Pastors should not be present at the congregational meeting.)
The council president will want to arrange in advance for someone to provide devotions at the
opening of the congregation meeting. If desired, the president may request in advance that the
representative of the Office of the Bishop provide this devotional.
The direct mailing to notify members of the date and time of the meeting (and perhaps also the
date and time for the reception to meet the candidate) may include a brief statement from the call
committee as well as information about the candidate’s experience, special gifts and qualifications.
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The only business to be conducted at this special congregational meeting is a vote to extend a
Call to the candidate. This one vote will also ratify the compensation package as approved and presented
by the congregation council. Details about this meeting follow in this section of the manual.

Voting Members
A Voting Member is a confirmed member of this congregation, who during the current or
preceding calendar year has communed in this congregation and has made a contribution of record to this
congregation (*C8.02.c. of the congregation’s constitution).
Associate members of this congregation do not have voting rights (*C8.02.d.), but may be
granted voice and discussion privileges at the congregational meeting. However, the meeting should not
be postponed to await the return of Associate Members from the north.
In preparation for the congregational meeting, the council may desire to print out a listing of all
eligible voting members. The secretary or council designee(s) may greet members as they arrive for the
meeting and invite qualified voting members to sign in or have their names checked off. This process also
assists in establishing that a proper quorum is present (C10.04 of the congregation’s constitution provides
information about the quorum of membership necessary).
Unless otherwise specified in C10.05 of the congregation’s constitution, voting by proxy or by
absentee ballot is not permitted. If such voting is permitted, such ballots would be counted toward the
necessary quorum.

The Congregational Meeting
The resource, Outline for a Congregational Meeting to Call a Pastor, may be found in the
resources of this section. The president, or chair of the meeting if other than the president, will want to
establish before the start of the meeting that the required quorum is present.
The meeting is called to order, the purpose of the meeting is announced, the presence of a quorum
to do business is affirmed, and the chair calls upon the one asked to prepare devotions. If the
representative of the Office of the Bishop has been asked to lead the devotions, the president will first
introduce this person. If the representative of the Office of the Bishop is not doing devotions, he/she is
introduced following the devotions. The role of this person is to represent the presence of the bishop, to
bring greetings, to certify the vote, and to deliver the official Letter of Call form should the vote be
positive.
• Tellers: Three persons should be appointed to serve as tellers to distribute, collect and count
the ballots. The representative of the Office of the Bishop will serve as an observer to the work
of the tellers. As the ballots are counted, they are numbered sequentially in order to preclude
errors of double counting or omission of a ballot. All ballots are to be kept for one year from
the date of the meeting with notation that they may be destroyed after the anniversary date.
Invalid ballots and ballots marked “abstain” are not included in the number of total ballots cast
or the calculation of the number of ballots needed for election.
• Motion for the Call of the Pastor and Discussion: The secretary of the council is invited to
present the motion for the Call of the pastor (including the compensation package as approved
and presented on behalf of the council). Information about the proposed candidate should be
presented to the congregation. Some members of the call committee or council could be
invited to share specific information or their personal positive impressions.
The secretary or council designee is invited to present the compensation package as
recommended by the council. The council presents detailed information about the
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compensation package indicating that this package has been negotiated with the candidate and
reviewed by the bishop.
The congregation is then invited to address the chair with any questions about the proposed
candidate and the compensation package. The chair may invite others from the council or call
committee to respond to the questions. It is appropriate that members ask why this particular
candidate was selected as Primary Candidate; however, it is inappropriate for the call
committee to reveal anything specific about the other candidates that were interviewed.
• The Vote to Call the Pastor: The vote to Call a pastor will be by written (private) ballot.
This one vote will also ratify the compensation package as approved and presented by the
congregation council. The ballots should be pre-printed to include the motion to Call the
candidate (with full name preceded with the title “The Rev.”) to serve as pastor (or specific
position) of the congregation (name).
The ballot invites the voter to check one of two options: Yes or No. A two-thirds majority is
required. The ballots are distributed only to the voting members present at the meeting.
Voting members are instructed to mark their ballots and then hold them up for collection by
the tellers. When all ballots are collected, the voting is declared closed. After the counting of
the ballots, the head teller reports the result of the voting to the chair who announces the result
to the congregation.
• If the Motion to Call the Pastor is Carried: If the vote to Call the pastor receives the
necessary two-thirds majority, the chair announces that the congregation has called this
candidate to serve as their pastor.
NOTE: A motion to “make the vote unanimous” requires another written (private) ballot and
the result must be a unanimous vote. It is preferred to avoid such a vote since those who
originally voted “no” will feel pressured to vote differently and the pastor is deprived of the
actual vote, which is often helpful information.
• If the Motion to Call Fails: If the motion to Call the pastor fails to receive the necessary twothirds majority of valid votes cast, the chair announces that the congregation has voted not to
Call this candidate as its next pastor.
The congregation is informed that the council will meet with a representative of the Office of
the Bishop to discuss the continuation of the call process. Usually the same call committee is
asked to reconvene to work with a new call list.
The congregational meeting moves to adjournment.

Preparing the Letter of Call
The representative of the Office of the Bishop will normally bring a Letter of Call form (sample
in resources at end of this section) to the congregational meeting. Immediately following the meeting, the
officers of the council (president and secretary) will sign the Letter of Call and the Definition of
Compensation, Benefits, and Responsibilities of the Pastor (see sample in resources at end of this
section), which will reflect the compensation package approved by the congregation.
This call letter is then forwarded to the bishop for signature along with a copy of the Definition of
Compensation, Benefits, and Responsibilities of the Pastor. The bishop will send the signed documents to
the pastor who has up to four weeks to respond.
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Notifying the Pastor of the Congregation’s Decision
The council president phones the candidate immediately following the congregational meeting
and informs him/her of the results of the vote, sharing with the pastor the actual voting totals. If the
motion to Call received the necessary two-thirds majority, the president informs the pastor that the Letter
of Call is being prepared and will be sent to the bishop for signature and forwarding to the pastor. The
president may then indicate the congregation’s excitement and anticipation, as well as assuring the pastor
that the congregation will remember him/her in their prayers as the pastor decides about accepting the
Call.
If the motion to Call the pastor did not receive the necessary two-thirds majority vote, the
president expresses the council’s regrets, shares any information that might explain why the congregation
chose not to extend the Call, and expresses the congregation’s best wishes for the pastor’s continued
ministry in other settings.
The president also shares with the pastor that a letter of notification will also be following in the
mail. Copies of two sample letters, Letter Informing Pastor of Call and Letter Informing Pastor that a Call
Was Not Extended are included as resources at the end of this section.

The Pastor’s Response to the Call
As soon as the council receives the pastor’s letter of acceptance or learns of the pastor’s declining
the Call, the council sends an announcement to the members of the congregation. A copy of the pastor’s
letter of acceptance could be included with the announcement. In accepting, the pastor should indicate the
desired starting date, usually within one to two months. Any variance needs to be negotiated between the
council and the pastor. A copy of the pastor’s letter of acceptance or decline of the Call should be
conveyed promptly to the Office of the Bishop.

When a Call is not Extended or Accepted
When the motion to Call a candidate does not receive the necessary two-thirds vote, or when the
pastor declines to accept the Call, the council will meet again with a representative of the Office of the
Bishop to discuss the continuation of the call process.
If the Call was not extended, this meeting will include a discussion of reasons why the
congregation chose not to call the recommended candidate.
If the Pastor chose not to accept the Call after receiving it, the council and the representative of
the Office of the Bishop will discuss any information available that might indicate why the pastor chose
to decline the Call.
The council and the representative of the Office of the Bishop may discuss whether there are
matters that need to be addressed prior to continuing the call process. Any decisions that are made are
shared with the congregation.
Usually the same members who have served on the call committee are asked to reconvene their
work. There may be some committee changes should any of the call committee’s members express a
desire not to continue such service, or should the council have reason to request some changes. This is
also an opportunity to change chairs, if that is desired.
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Reviewing the Process: The Spirit’s Leading
When a Call is not extended or when a Call is not accepted by the pastor, it is important to
remember what the call process is about. It is about discerning God’s will for this congregation and who
will be called to serve as its pastor.
The call process is filled from beginning to end with opportunities for the Spirit to lead and to
inform those who are participating in the process. The Spirit works with the council, the call committee,
the Office of the Bishop, the congregation and those who become pastoral candidates. All involved must
be aware of the holy work that they are doing and the awesome privilege and responsibility of seeking to
discern God’s will.
Even in disappointment or negative decisions, God is present and steadfast in love. The people of
God are assured that God will continue to work to prosper the mission and ministry of each congregation.

The Spirit leads. It is for God’s people to follow.
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Resource A

Interview Covenant: Congregation Council
The congregation council of ________________________Lutheran Church in
___________________ and the Florida-Bahamas Synod through Office of the Bishop commit
together in the following Interview Covenant:
•

After a time of prayer upon receiving the name of the primary candidate, the council
(generally the president) will make contact with the candidate within 48 hours in order to set
up a date for the interview.
(Transition Manual, Section 8, page 1)

•

Planning for the Interview: It is best to have unrushed time for the interview, while not being
overly lengthy. Members of council will want to determine in advance some of the questions
that they desire to ask the candidate. Be sure to provide time for the council to have prayer
and discernment following the interview.
(Transition Manual, Section 8, page 1)

•

During the visit of the primary candidate:
1. The candidate will be received by the council with openness to discerning God’s will
for this congregation and its next pastor within the interview and in the time before and
after.
2. The candidate may be introduced to a limited number of staff members or perhaps
other congregational leaders, as seems appropriate, while keeping in mind that this is
still a confidential part of the process prior to the decision for recommending a
candidate to the congregation.
3. The candidate’s spouse/partner will meet the council outside of the formal interview, if
the opportunity occurs.
4. The president and perhaps one or two others will meet with the candidate privately to
discuss and negotiate an acceptable compensation package that would later be
approved by the whole council and recommended to the congregation if this candidate
is recommended to the congregation for Call.
(Transition Manual, Section 8, page 1)

•

Upon receiving the name of the primary candidate, members of the council will reaffirm their
commitment to confidentiality. The pastor’s name and information will not be shared with
spouses or partners, family, or anyone outside of the council or call committee. All council
members, particularly the president and secretary, will be guarded in all their
communications within the council regarding the candidate’s name, location and other
information.
(Transition Manual, Section 8, page 1)

•

Following the interview and the council decision on recommendation for Call, the president
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will in a timely manner convey that decision to the candidate by phone and in writing and
copied to the Office of the Bishop.
(Transition Manual, Section 8, page 2)
•

The congregation affirms its commitment to provide prompt reimbursement for all expenses
incurred by the pastoral candidate related to the interview.
(Transition Manual, Section 7, page 2)

________________________________________
Name (legible signature), Council President

_________________________________
Date

_________________________ Lutheran Church
_________________________, Florida

Names & legible signatures of
Congregation Council members:

_________________________________
Date

______________________________________ ______________________________________
______________________________________ ______________________________________
______________________________________ ______________________________________
______________________________________ ______________________________________
______________________________________ ______________________________________
______________________________________ ______________________________________
______________________________________ ______________________________________
______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________
Conference Dean or
Representative of the Office of the Bishop
Florida-Bahamas Synod, ELCA
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Definition of Compensation, Benefits and Responsibilities
For Deacon Under Call

Prepared by
Name

Congregation

For
For the Period

to

A. COMPENSATION
The congregation will provide the following annual compensation:

$_____________

B. PENSION AND OTHER BENEFITS
The congregation will sponsor the deacon in the Pension and Other Benefits Program of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America,
which provides retirement, disability, survivor, and medical-dental coverage. (Sponsorship will include medical-dental coverage
for the individual’s spouse and children unless they have other employer-provided group medical insurance coverage and
the individual consents to waiving medical-dental coverage for them under the ELCA Pension and Other Benefits Program.)
1.

ELCA Pension at

2.

ELCA Medical and Dental Insurance (check one below):

3.

☐Member and spouse
Other Insurance or benefits:

☐Member only

% of defined compensation
☐Member and Children

☐Member, spouse & children

$_____________
☐Coverage Waived
$

$

C. EXPENSES
The congregation will provide for the following expenses related to this ministry:
a.

Automobile and travel allowance

$

b.

Other professional expenses

$

c.

Expenses for official meetings of the synod, as reimbursed

$

d.

Continuing education ($1000 recommended; minimum $700 from calling source)

$

e.

Other

$

f.

Pay the moving expenses to this field of service as follows

D. AGREEMENT
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Vacation time of
days per year, including
Sundays
Paid sabbatical leave of______ months after each four years of service in the same ministry setting.
Continuing education time of
weeks per year (recommended minimum of two weeks per year that may be
accumulated up to three years, as reflected in a continuing-education agreement developed by the deacon and
congregation council)
Participation in a First-Call Theological Education Program, where applicable
Ongoing care through a Mutual Ministry Committee
Up to two months of continued salary and contributions to the ELCA Pension and Other Benefits Program in a 12-month
period in the event that the pastor is physically or mentally disabled
Maternity/Paternity or Adoptive leave of
weeks with full salary, housing and benefits (Recommended 6 weeks; 4
weeks minimum)
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E. OTHER PROVISIONS
Special emphases of the deacon and special encouragement by the congregation:
1.

During this time period, the deacon will give special attention to the following:

2.

The congregation will encourage and support this deacon’s ministry in the following ways:

F. OTHER MATTERS
Such as accountabilities, service on synodical or churchwide boards and committees, work in church camp programs, or other
such details.

G. COTERMINOUS CALL

Calls of deacons are coterminous with the ending of the call of the senior/lead pastor. See attached document on Team
Ministry calls for additional details.

I certify that the necessary approvals of the congregation and congregational counsel have been granted for the provisions set forth above.

Congregation President

Date
I certify that I accept the above statement:

Deacon

Date
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Definition of Compensation, Benefits, And
Responsibilities for Pastoral Service
Prepared by
For The Reverend
For the Period

______________________________________________________________________________________

A. COMPENSATION
The congregation will provide the following annual compensation:
1.

Base Cash Salary

$ ____________

2.

Housing Allowance (if provided)

$ ____________

3.

Self-employed Social Security payment allowance (if provided)

$ ____________

4.

If a parsonage or other housing is provided:
a. Utilities allowance

$

b. Furnishings allowance

$

c. Housing equity allowance

$

B. PENSION AND OTHER BENEFITS
The congregation will sponsor the pastor in the Pension and Other Benefits Program of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America,
which provides retirement, disability, survivor, and medical-dental coverage. (Sponsorship will include medical-dental coverage
for the individual’s spouse and children unless they have other employer-provided group medical insurance coverage and the
individual consents to waiving medical-dental coverage for them under the ELCA Pension and Other Benefits Program.)
1.

ELCA Pension

12% of defined compensation

2.

ELCA Medical and Dental Insurance (check one below):

3.

☐ Member and spouse
Other Insurance or benefits:

☐ Member only

☐ Member and Children

☐ Member, spouse & children

☐ Coverage Waived
$

$

C. EXPENSES
The congregation will provide for the following expenses related to this pastor’s ministry:
a. Automobile and travel allowance
b. Other professional expenses
c. Expenses for official meetings of the synod, as reimbursed
d. Continuing education ($1000 recommended; minimum $700 from calling source)
e. Other
f. Pay the moving expenses to this field of service as follows

$
$
$
$
$

D. AGREEMENT
1. Vacation time of _____ days per year, including _____ Sundays
2. Paid sabbatical leave of _______ months after each four years of service in the same ministry setting.
3. Continuing education time of
weeks per year (recommended minimum of two weeks per year that may be
accumulated up to three years, as reflected in a continuing-education agreement developed by the rostered person and
congregation council)
4. Participation in a First-Call Theological Education Program, where applicable.
5. Ongoing care through a Mutual Ministry Committee.
6. Up to two months of continued salary and contributions to the ELCA Pension and Other Benefits Program in a 12-month
period in the event that the pastor is physically or mentally disabled.
7. Maternity/Paternity or Adoptive leave of
weeks with full salary, housing and benefits (Recommended 6 weeks; 4
weeks minimum).
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E. OTHER PROVISIONS
Special emphases of the pastor and special encouragement by the congregation:
1.

During this time, the pastor will give special attention to the following:

2.

The congregation will encourage and support this pastor’s ministry in the following ways:

F. OTHER MATTERS
Such as accountabilities, service on synodical or churchwide boards and committees, work in church camp programs, or other
such details.

G. POST CALL RETREAT WITH NEW PASTOR
The Congregation Council in consultation with the new senior pastor will schedule a two-day retreat (evening Day 1, morning to
afternoon Day 2) within three months of the arrival of the senior pastor. This retreat should be led by an outside resource person.
At least 20% of the congregation should attend the retreat for it to be successful throughout the congregation. Please contact the
Assistant to the Bishop for Leadership for resources.
H. COTERMINOUS CALLS
Calls of staff pastors are coterminous with the ending of the call of the senior/lead pastor and staff pastors will not be available for
lead pastor call. See attached document on Team Ministry Calls for additional details.
I.

FIRST CALL THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
The FCTE ministry site is asked to: (a) Provide time for the first call leader to participate in all components of the FCTE program;
(b) Budget for and provide at least $500 annually to fund the events the leader will attend: (c) Participate in a Formative Review
with the leader and representatives from the synod office 6-12 months into the leader’s new call.

We, the undersigned, certify that the necessary approvals of the congregation and congregational council have been granted for the
provisions set forth above.
Congregation President

Council Secretary
Date:
I certify that I accept the above statement:
The Reverend

Date of signature:
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STEPS TO COMPLETE:
Definition of Compensation,
Benefits, and Responsibilities
of the Pastor
FIRST LINE:

Prepared by

SECOND LINE:

for the Reverend

THIRD LINE:

for the period: (Duration–normally for one year, with annual review)

A.

(Name and address of congregation)
(Name of pastor)

COMPENSATION

LINE A.1.:

List the base cash salary.

LINE A.2.:

List the dollar amount of housing allowance beyond base salary.
Designation of the percentage and amount of salary devoted to
housing allowance must be done in an annual resolution of the
congregation council’s minutes. The individual pastor is finally responsible
for any tax implications of the housing allowance.
Compensation does not include every expense or benefit connected
with a particular ministry.

LINE A.3.:

List dollar amount of any payment allowance (if provided) for “Selfemployed Social Security.”

LINE A.4.:

If a parsonage or other housing is provided, consider costs of a utilities
allowance (if provided) or other allowances (if any).

B.

PENSION AND OTHER BENEFITS
The Pension and Other Benefits Program of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America was established to provide the pastor with retirement, disability,
survivor, and medical-dental coverage.

LINE B.1.:

Indicate the percentage of contribution on the basis of the defined
compensation of the pastor (salary and housing). The percentage is
based on current requirements of the plan and the policy of the synod
for Letters of Call.

LINE B.2.:

Sponsorship will include medical-dental coverage (where applicable) for
the pastor’s spouse and children unless they have other employerprovided group medical insurance and the pastor consents to waiving
medical-dental coverage under the ELCA Pension and Other Benefits
Program.

LINE B.3.:

List amounts of other insurance or benefits, if any, to be provided to the
pastor, beyond those that are part of the pension and benefits
contributions made by the congregation for the types of coverage
provided under the ELCA Pension and Other Benefits Program
(retirement, disability, survivor, and medical-dental coverage).
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C.

EXPENSES
Expenses are NOT part of the pastor’s compensation. Rather, these items
represent payment of costs related to the carrying out of this ministry.

LINE C.1.:

Automobile expenses may be covered by a specified total annual
amount or on an actual recorded mileage basis.
Other travel allowance provisions would be noted here as well.

LINE C.2.:

Indicate amount (if any) to be provided for other professional expenses,
such as an allowance for theological books and periodicals.

LINE C.3.:

Coverage of expenses for official meetings of the synod is required.

LINE C.4.:

Indicate amount provided for continuing education.

LINE C.5.:

List other items and amounts to be provided for them.

LINE C.6.:

For pastor accepting a call, define arrangements and reimbursements
for moving expenses. Moving expenses normally are paid in full by the
calling congregation.

D.

AGREEMENT

LINE D.1.:

Enter vacation time. Normally four weeks per year encompassing four
Sundays is provided.

LINE D.2.:

Enter time for continuing education. Minimum recommendation is
indicated on the form.

LINE D.3.:

Provision must be made for the “First-Call Theological Education
Program” for recent seminary graduates.

LINE D.4.:

This provides a reminder of the congregation’s commitment to the care
exercised by a Mutual Ministry Committee (C13.04. in the Model
Constitution for Congregations).

LINE D.5.:

Disability leave provisions are coordinated with the ELCA Pension and
Other Benefits Program and with Social Security.

LINE D.6.:

Page 2

a.

Up to two months of continued salary, housing, and contributions
to the pension program in a 12-month period are to be provided
by the congregation.

b.

Provision may be made for further unpaid time for disability
recovery as agreed by the congregation, but with the stipulation
that unused accumulated sick leave will not be compensated at
the end of the call.

Where applicable, maternity/paternity or adoptive leave is noted.
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E.

OTHER PROVISIONS
A description of the particular responsibilities of the position may be attached
or a list may be included here indicating the areas to which the pastor will give
special attention and the ways in which the congregation will offer
encouragement.

F.

OTHER MATTERS
Additional detail may be inserted here related to the broader responsibilities
that a pastor may carry in the life of the church.

SIGNATURES
Normally, the president or vice president of the congregation signs and dates
the document.
When accepting the agreement, the pastor signs and dates the document.
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Resource C

Notes in Preparation for a Congregation
Meeting to Call a Pastor
The congregation meeting to call a pastor is an extremely important event in the life of a
congregation. In order to make it run as smoothly as possible and avoid any technical problems, the
following notes will benefit the congregation council and the meeting chair.
1. The meeting must be properly called. Check your congregation’s constitution C10.03. to
determine what kind of notice is necessary. Make sure that the meeting announcement states
that only one vote will be taken to call Pr. _____. (This one vote will also ratify the
compensation package as approved and presented by the congregation council.) Remember
that in a special meeting of the congregation, the only business that may be transacted is that
which is specified in the meeting announcement (C10.02).
2. Check your constitution chapter C10.04. to determine what constitutes a quorum. The secretary
of the congregation shall be present with a list of voting members. Associate members do not
have voting rights (C8.02.d), but may be granted voice at this meeting.
3. Check chapter C9.01. to determine the percentage of those present and voting necessary to
issue the call.
4. Remember that synod guidelines require a representative of the Office of the Bishop to be
present at all call meetings. Be sure to contact your Dean or Deployed Assistant to the Bishop
well in advance so that a representative may be appointed.
5. Voting at this meeting must be by written ballot. Prepare ballots for the motion to call Rev.
_______ as Pastor (Senior Pastor, Associate Pastor, etc.) of ________ Lutheran Church. Make
a place for two voting options: yes and no. (The motion has already been made by the council.
The congregation is voting on the motion.)
6. You will need three tellers to distribute, collect and count the ballots. Normally the ballots are
counted in the room where the meeting is taking place, in view of the congregation. As ballots
are counted, they are numbered sequentially in order to preclude errors of double counting.
Invalid ballots and ballots marked “abstain” are not included in the calculation of percentages.
All ballots are to be kept for one year from the date of the meeting. Three observers will be
named to monitor the tellers. Normally one of the observers will be the synod representative.
7. Remember that a motion to instruct the secretary to cast a unanimous ballot must allow the
voters to vote by written ballot. It is usually best to avoid the call for a unanimous vote. Those
who voted “no” may feel disenfranchised. The pastor being called is also deprived of very
important information.
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Outline for Congregation Meeting to Call a Pastor
1)

Call the meeting to order.

2)

Announce that the only business to be conducted at this meeting is one vote to call Rev.
_____________.

3)

Announce that our constitution in C10.04 requires ________ members present to constitute a
quorum. Have the Secretary announce the number of voting members present. Declare the quorum if
it is indeed present.

4)

Introduce the representative of the Office of the Bishop. Invite the representative to make a brief
statement and open the meeting with prayer.

5)

Invite the Secretary of the Congregation Council to present the motion for the call of the pastor. The
motion does not need a second since it comes from the Congregation Council. It is on the floor for
discussion.

6)

Following discussion, remind the voters that the vote will be taken by written ballot and requires a
two-thirds majority to issue the call.
*
*
*
*

Instruct the tellers to distribute the pre-printed ballots.
Only voting members shall receive ballots.
Members must be present to vote. No absentee votes will be accepted.
Instruct voters to mark their ballots and pass them to the tellers. When everyone has passed
their ballots to the tellers, declare the voting closed and instruct the tellers to count the ballots
and report the results to the chair.

7)

Announce the vote tally and declare the results of the voting.

8)

If the necessary two thirds majority has been achieved, remind the congregation that the
Congregation Council will now proceed to sign the Call Documents and forward them to the Bishop
who will sign them and pass them on to the Pastor. The Pastor has thirty days to respond.

9)

If the two-thirds majority is not achieved, announce that the call has not been issued. Assure the
congregation that the Dean or the Assistant to the Bishop will be meeting with the reconvened Call
Committee to plan its continued process. Adjourn the meeting with prayer.

10)

All business now being completed, adjourn the meeting with prayer.
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Resource E

Sample Letter Informing Pastor of Call

Date

The Reverend Jane Pastor
Address
City, State, Zip
Dear Pastor _________,
“The gifts God gave are that some would be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists,
some pastors and teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up
the body of Christ, until all of us come to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of
the Son of God, to maturity, to the measure of the full stature of Christ.” (Eph. 4:11-13)
Having sought the guidance of the Holy Spirit and believing that God has called us to
share in a continuing mutual relationship and commitment, the people of (Name of
Congregation) of (City, State) voted on (date of vote), at a regularly called Congregation
Meeting, to call you to become our pastor and teacher, effective (starting date).
With this call, we pledge our prayers, love, esteem and personal support for the sake of
the ministry entrusted to you by God and for our ministry together in Christ’s name.
Specific responsibilities, compensation, benefits and conditions of this call are described
in the Letter of Call and compensation document.
May God grant the Holy Spirit to guide you in the consideration of this call. We eagerly
await your prayerful decision.
We are hopeful for a significant and fruitful ministry together in Christ’s name.
Sincerely,

Name of Letter Writer
President, Congregation Council
Name of Church
cc – Bishop of the Florida-Bahamas Synod
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Resource F

Sample Letter Informing Pastor Call Is Not Extended

Date

Dear Pastor ____________________

At the congregation’s meeting on (date), the congregation council presented your name
to the congregation for call as pastor. Unfortunately, following discussion, the vote did
not result in attaining the required positive numbers needed for approval. The vote was
(vote results).
Reflected in the congregation’s vote was/were the following topic(s) that we share with
you in hopes that it can be helpful to you as you continue your search for God’s call.
(Constructively insert reason(s) for the congregation’s vote to decline the call.)
Thank you for engaging thoroughly with us in the interview process. We will continue
to pray for you in your search and hope that you will continue to pray for us in our
search.
Blessings,

Letter writer name
Council President
Congregation’s name
cc – Bishop of the Florida-Bahamas Synod
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Resource G

Pastor’s Salary and Benefits and Balancing
Congregational Budgets
In legal terms, when a congregation issues a call and a pastor accepts, they have a contract. In
ELCA terms, when a congregation issues a call and a pastor accepts, they have a "continuing mutual
relationship and commitment." [See, C9.05]
Looked at either way, the terms of the call can be modified only by agreement between the pastor
and the congregation. The congregation cannot unilaterally amend the call (e.g. by reducing the agreed
compensation, benefits) any more than the pastor could unilaterally amend the call (e.g. by taking two
months' vacation instead of four weeks).
Now ordinarily, the terms of the call do get modified when the congregation adopts a new budget
because the pastor agrees to the new compensation package in the budget (which is typically an increase).
But when the pastor does not agree because compensation is proposed to decrease, then the compensation
amount is not amended, and the pastor is entitled to continue receiving compensation at the prior year's
level. In other words, a congregation cannot balance its budget by decreasing the salary and/or benefits of
the pastor without the pastor’s agreement.
Together the congregation and pastor are faced with difficult questions regarding stewardship and
the financial funding of the congregation’s mission and ministry. The congregational leadership should
give consideration to all potential directions and possibly seek the input of appropriate outside financial
and stewardship consultants.
If the congregation still feels that it truly cannot afford to continue the pastor's compensation at
the previously agreed level (and the pastor still does not agree to a reduction and refuses to resign the
call), then the congregation may initiate a process for the Bishop to investigate and make a
recommendation.
The provisions of the constitution [C9,05] require the appropriate meetings and votes,
intervention of the Office of the Bishop with a bishop’s committee to make recommendations, and then a
decision by the congregation and pastor to agree to these recommendations. If both the pastor and
congregation still do not agree to the Bishop’s recommendations, the congregation may proceed toward
ending the call to the pastor as defined in the constitution.
If all parties agree to the bishop’s recommendations, which may include a recommendation that
the present call situation and agreement be terminated, the recommendations become the agreed upon
direction for the congregation and pastor. Appropriate decisions may then be made about proceeding
with a new call (to that pastor or another pastor) offering a new level of salary and benefits that the pastor
being called would need to agree to before accepting the call to the congregation.

Sources:
Florida-Bahamas Synod, ELCA
Model Constitution for Congregations
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
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